Comparison of the Prognostic Value of Different Quantitative Measurements of Increased Signal Intensity on T2-Weighted MRI in Cervical Spondylotic Myelopathy.
To investigate whether different quantitative measurements of increased signal intensity (ISI) on T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging are useful for predicting surgical outcome in patients with cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM). We retrospectively reviewed 108 patients with ISI who underwent surgery for CSM. Clinical outcome was evaluated via the Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA) score and the recovery rate. Patients were divided into 2 groups based on the JOA recovery rate: good (≥50%) and fair (<50%). The quantitative measurements of ISI included the maximum vertical length and the signal change ratio (SCR). C2-C7 sagittal alignment, C2-C7 sagittal vertical axis, C2-C7 range of motion, maximum spinal cord compression, and maximum canal compromise also were assessed. There were no significant differences in cervical sagittal alignment parameters between the groups. Multivariate analysis showed that a longer duration of symptoms, a lower preoperative JOA score, a longer preoperative ISI length, and a greater preoperative SCR were negatively associated with clinical outcomes. Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis showed that the best cutoff values of ISI length and SCR as negative predictors of surgical outcome were 15.50 mm and 1.56, respectively, and the areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve of preoperative ISI length, SCR that discriminate recovery rate of JOA score (≥50%, <50%) were 0.8507, 0.8422, respectively, and was 0.8903 for a combination of the 2. Duration of symptoms, preoperative JOA score, preoperative ISI length, and SCR can reflect surgical outcome in patients with CSM; however, cervical sagittal alignment may not affect surgical outcome. Combining ISI length and SCR to depict ISI on T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging is optimal and accurate. Patients with ISI length >15.50 mm and SCR >1.56 have fair surgical recovery.